Northwest Teaching for Social Justice
14th Annual Conference
October 23, 2021

Keynote: Bettina Love

“We Gon’ Be Alright, But That Ain’t Alright: Abolitionist Teaching”

9AM to 3:15 PM
Online

This year’s conference has more than 35 workshops. A sampling:
- Confronting White Nationalism in Schools
- From the New Deal to the Green New Deal: Stories of Crisis and Possibility
- Rooted in Joy: Building Youth Power for Changemaking
- Breaking the Binary: Ways to Deconstruct the Gender Binary in the Classroom
- Decolonizing Our Minds: Amplifying BIPOC Cultures to Inspire Responsible Action
- The Air We Breathe: Investigating Air Quality Data
- Nothing About Us Without Us: Integrating Principles of Disability Justice into Schools and Beyond
- We Are the Evidence: Writing Essays for Change with Young Children
- Mathematizing Fairness, Empathy, and Justice with Mathematical Modeling
- We Are Water Protectors: Climate Justice for Elementary Students

Registration now open: www.nwtsj.org
$10 Educators, $5 Students
For more information, contact info@nwtsj.org
No one will be turned away for inability to pay; please let us know in advance if you need assistance.

Oregon PDUs and Washington Clock Hours will be available

Hosted by: Seattle Education Association, Washington Education Association, the Oregon Writing Project at Lewis & Clark College, the Portland Association of Teachers, and Rethinking Schools magazine